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O R D E R 
   

    The present appeal of the dealer-appellant has been 

directed against the impugned order of learned Assistant 

Commissioner of Sales Tax(Appeal), Puri Range, Bhubaneswar (in short, 

Ld. FAA) passed on dated 29.01.2008 in first appeal case no. AA-

251/BH-I/2004-05 wherein he allowed the appeal in part reducing the 

tax demand to Rs.5,84,267.00 from Rs.8,08,966.00 raised by the ld. 

Taxing Authority, Bhubaneswar-I Circle, Bhubaneswar (in short, 

LAO) in the assessment  order framed under Section 12(4) of the 

Odisha Sales Tax Act(in short, OST Act) for the year 2003-04.  

2.  The brief fact of the case is that the dealer-appellant is a 

Limited company who runs in business of wholesale and retail 
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distribution of Vaccume Cleaner, Water Purifier and spare parts. At 

assessment stage, the LAO observed that during the impugned year, 

the assessee has received a sum of Rs.1,70,22,610.00 from its 

customers towards annual service maintenance charges that includes 

both labour and service charges and supply of spare parts. The 

assessee has claimed deductions @32% from the gross receipt 

towards labour and service charges which the LAO reduced to 22% 

taking into consideration the services rendered. Further, the LAO 

disallowed claim of deductions of Rs.8,57,681.24 towards sales tax 

collected from the gross receipt as the assessee failed to produce 

respective sale bills in this regard.  The LAO also charged 12% tax on 

the TTO received toward AMC by treating the same as supply 

contract. All these resulted in an extra demand of Rs.8,08,966.00 by 

the LAO in his assessment order for the impugned year which was 

challenged by the assessee before the ld. FAA in first appeal.  

3.  At first appellate forum, the ld. FAA examined the case in 

detail with reference to books of account and other documents 

produced together with grounds of appeal taken and observed as 

follows:- 

i. So far as deduction allowed towards labour and service 

charges out of the gross receipt towards AMC is concerned, the 

LAO by allowing only 22% has not done justice to the dealer-

appellant. Since the assessee produced the judgment of Hon‟ble 
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Odisha Sales Tax Tribunal in its own case relating to the year 

1998-99 wherein 32% have been allowed towards service charges 

out of the gross receipts towards AMC, the ld. FAA allowed 

deductions of 32% towards labour and service charges from the 

gross receipts on AMC. 

ii. The ld. FAA didn‟t allow the sales tax collection amount of 

Rs.8,57,681.24 towards deductions from the gross turnover as 

the assessee couldn‟t substantiate its claim by producing relevant 

documentary evidence. 

4.  All these resulted in a reduction of tax demand to Rs.5,84,267.00 

by the ld. FAA in his appeal order which was challenged by the 

assessee before this forum in second appeal mainly on following 

grounds:- 

a. “That the deduction claimed towards sales tax and surcharge 

amounting to Rs.8,57,681.24 only collected on the annual 

maintenance contract amount as has been disallowed and tax 

@12% and surcharge on the said amount as have been charged 

are illegal and arbitrary on the facts and in the circumstances of 

the case. 

b. That on the facts and in the circumstances of the case the learned 

ACST (Appeal), Puri Range, Bhubaneswar is not justified in 

charging tax @12% on the 68% of the total amount of annual 

maintenance contract amount instead of 8%.” 
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However, when the matter was called on for hearing, non-appeared 

on behalf of the dealer-assessee in spite of valid service of notice. 

Moreover, since, the instant appeal relates to the period 2003-04, 

which is more than 18 years, it was taken up for ex-parte hearing in 

presence of ld. Standing Counsel(C.T.) representing the State.  

5.  During the course of hearing, the ld. SC (C.T.) vehemently 

argued in favour of the appeal order passed by the ld. FAA claiming it 

as just, proper and in accordance with the provision of the statute 

and as such, does not attract any further interference by the 

Tribunal. 

  We, now, felt necessitated to address the main grounds 

taken by the dealer-assessee as appended in its appeal memorandum 

while filing before the Tribunal taking into consideration the 

materials available in this record. 

  It is observed from the orders of lower forums that both have 

charged tax @12% on supply of materials to customers as per AMC 

against the claim of the assessee of 8%. In this connection, it is 

relevant to quote the necessary provision of the statute. Section 

5(2)(AA)(i) of OST Act speaks that “taxable turnover” in respect of 

„works contract‟ shall be deemed to be the gross value received or 

receivable by a dealer for carrying out such contract, less the amount 

of labour charges and service charges incurred for the execution of 

this contract. Moreover, vide Finance Department Notification No. 
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32008-CTA-116/1995-F dtd.18.08.1995, the rate of tax payable by a 

dealer under the OST Act on the taxable turnover in respect of works 

contract shall be 8 per-centum. However, in the case in hand, the 

assessee has entered into annual service maintenance in shape of 

certificate issued to respective customers in which he is to make 

services of the materials supplied and replacement of old materials by 

new one as per such certificate. Hence, we reasonably observe that 

such certificates don‟t fall under the category works contract rather 

service contract in which both service charges and supply of 

materials are distinguishable. The ld. FAA has rightly allowed service 

charges @32% of the gross receipt on AMC relying on the judgment of 

this Hon‟ble Tribunal in assessee‟s own case relating to the year 

1998-99 that doesn‟t require any further interference, being just and 

proper. Moreover, the ld. FAA has rightly taxed 68% of the total 

receipt towards AMC @12% as it relates to supply of materials rather 

than materials used in execution of any works contract. The 

certificates issued can be distinguishable and distinct from a work 

executed by works contract. Accordingly, we reasonably observe that 

the ld. FAA has not committed any error in taxing the supply part 

@12% as per provisions of the statute. Moreover, the dealer 

appellant‟s claim of sales tax collection to the tune of Rs.8,57,681.24 

towards deduction from the gross turnover is found to be not justified 
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since the assessee could not substantiate its claim by producing 

relevant documentary evidence at this Tribunal.  

6.  In the result, the appeal filed by the dealer-assessee is 

rejected being devoid of any merit and the order passed by the ld. 

FAA for the impugned year is confirmed.  

Dictated & Corrected by me, 

  Sd/-            Sd/- 
(Srichandan Mishra)                            (Srichandan Mishra) 

 Accounts Member-II                Accounts Member-II       
    

 I agree,  
 

                                                                    Sd/-          

              (A. K. Das)  
                                                                       Chairman 

   I agree,    

         Sd/- 

               (S. K. Rout) 
                                                             2nd Judicial Member 
 


